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8 Abstract In a biophysical approach to the study of

9 swimming performance (blending biomechanics and bio-

10 energetics), inter-limb coordination is typically considered

11 and analysed to improve propulsion and propelling effi-

12 ciency. In this approach, ‘opposition’ or ‘continuous’ pat-

13 terns of inter-limb coordination, where continuity between

14 propulsive actions occurs, are promoted in the acquisition

15 of expertise. Indeed a ‘continuous’ pattern theoretically

16 minimizes intra-cyclic speed variations of the centre of

17 mass. Consequently, it may also minimize the energy cost

18 of locomotion. However, in skilled swimming performance

19 there is a need to strike a delicate balance between inter-

20limb coordination pattern stability and variability, sug-

21gesting the absence of an ‘ideal’ pattern of coordination

22toward which all swimmers must converge or seek to

23imitate. Instead, an ecological dynamics framework advo-

24cates that there is an intertwined relationship between the

25specific intentions, perceptions and actions of individual

26swimmers, which constrains this relationship between

27coordination pattern stability and variability. This per-

28spective explains how behaviours emerge from a set of

29interacting constraints, which each swimmer has to satisfy

30in order to achieve specific task performance goals and

31produce particular task outcomes. This overview updates

32understanding on inter-limb coordination in swimming to

33analyse the relationship between coordination variability

34and stability in relation to interacting constraints (related to

35task, environment and organism) that swimmers may

36encounter during training and performance.

37

381 Introduction

39Expertise in swimming has traditionally been associated

40with the capacity of athletes to reproduce a specific move-

41ment or coordination pattern consistently and to reduce

42attention demands during performance in this cyclic activity

43by increasing movement automaticity [1]. Stroke kinemat-

44ics (e.g. stroke rate and stroke length) and inter-limb

45coordination have typically been investigated regarding the

46averaged cycle of experts versus non-experts [2, 3], fast

47versus slow speed [4–6], males versus females [7, 8].

48Through averaging data within or between individuals,

49coordination variability has been smoothed and considered

50as noise in movement data which should be minimized or

51eradicated to enable high performance levels [9–11]. Sim-

52ilarly, from a metabolic point of view, less variability in
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53 displacement pace is preferred as slightly variable paces are

54 considered less economical than constant ones [12]. How-

55 ever, recent studies analysing stroke kinematics and coor-

56 dination in elite swimmers have revealed high variability

57 within individuals throughout 100- and 200-m front-crawl

58 events [13–15]. The data might induce more precise

59 thinking about movement and coordination variability and

60 why elite swimmers show such variability.

61 In that sense, research in ecological dynamics has shown

62 that movement system variability should not necessarily be

63 construed as noise, detrimental to performance [9, 16], nor

64 should it always be viewed as error, or a deviation from a

65 putative expert model, which should be constantly corrected

66 in learners by coaches [17]. A key idea is that coordination

67 pattern variability can be viewed as a functional property in

68 skilled performers which helps them adapt their movement

69 behaviours to changing performance constraints [18, 19].

70 Different categories of constraints (related to task, envi-

71 ronment, and organism [20]) are resources that limit or set

72 the boundaries for the emergence of coordination patterns in

73 human movement systems. These ideas suggest the need to

74 reconsider learning and training of inter-limb coordination

75 in swimming. The assumption that there is one general

76 optimal pattern of coordination towards which all devel-

77 oping learners in swimming should aspire, is rejected.

78 Instead expertise in swimming can be re-considered as the

79 emergent, rapid and efficient adaptation to a range of

80 interacting constraints that shape the competitive perfor-

81 mance environment [21]. An important implication of our

82 work is that reaching a high skill level in sports such as

83 swimming (e.g. performed in an ‘unnatural’ environment

84 for humans, being submitted to different external forces)

85 does not involve athletes following a universal and linear

86 pathway. Rather non-linear neurobiological system char-

87 acteristics suggest that coordination pattern variability

88 might be functional in enhancing performance at different

89 levels (e.g. intra-cyclic, inter-cyclic and inter-individual

90 level) [17, 22]. These ideas have implications for peda-

91 gogical practice in swimming. Chow et al. [23] presented

92 the key concepts of a ‘non-linear pedagogy’ based on

93 characterising athletes as complex non-linear dynamical

94 systems. A non-linear pedagogy highlights how a learner’s

95 coordination behaviours emerge from self-organisation

96 under interacting constraints. It advocates that instances of

97 movement variability or exploration are an inherent part of

98 the learning process. Therefore, during motor skill acqui-

99 sition, coordination pattern variability plays a functional

100 role in encouraging learners to explore the relationship

101 between spatial-temporal parameters of the movements and

102 the interacting constraints, which impinge on him/her.

103 Following an ecological dynamics framework, the goal of

104 this overview is to update existing knowledge on inter-limb

105 coordination in swimming by integrating relevant research in

106the sub-disciplines of biomechanics and motor control. We

107sought to achieve this aim by undertaking two independent

108database searches (in PubMed, ISI Web of Knowledge,

109Index Medicus, MEDLINE, Scopus, SPORTDiscus and

110EBSCO) from 1970 to 2014. Our first database search con-

111cerned biomechanical approaches to studying coordination

112in swimming, through the key words ‘coordination’ and

113‘competitive swimming’, yielding 110 articles. The second

114database search concerned coordination dynamics through

115the key words ‘movement coordination’ and ‘dynamical

116systems’, providing around 50 articles. The criteria of

117inclusion to select an article was its relevance for integrating

118ideas and methods in biomechanics and motor control, in

119order to highlight the functional role played by coordination

120variability in helping swimmers to adapt to a set of inter-

121acting constraints rather than seeking to imitate a putative

122expert model.

123This overview has two main sections: the first presents

124recent studies that have stimulated debates about the

125existence of an ‘ideal’ coordination pattern in swimming.

126The next section explores the functional role played by

127coordination pattern variability as a mark of adaptation of a

128complex, dynamical system to a set of interacting con-

129straints. Our overview aims to stimulate thinking on how

130sport scientists, movement scientists, coaches, educators

131and teachers might re-consider variability in swimmers’

132movement patterns and manipulate major constraints to

133stimulate emergent adaptive behaviours in learners.

1342 Is There an Ideal Pattern of Coordination

135in Swimming?

136More traditional approaches to the study of expert perfor-

137mance in swimming have led scientists and coaches to

138search for a putative ‘ideal’ inter-limb coordination pattern

139that would provide a biomechanical profile (swimming

140kinematics and swimming kinetics), thereby enhancing

141swimming economy and performance. Previous research

142has attempted to highlight the links between inter-limb

143coordination, propulsive and drag forces, propulsive effi-

144ciency, power output generation, intra-cyclic speed varia-

145tions and energy cost of locomotion in swimming [24–26].

146According to Barbosa et al. [24], when swimming at con-

147stant speeds, the cycle average of mechanical power

148remains constant. However, the swimmer does not typi-

149cally displace with uniform motion because variations in

150arm, leg and trunk actions can lead to intra-cyclic speed

151variations and changes in mechanical power output.

152Moreover, gross efficiency (eg) depends upon the conver-

153sion of power input (Pi) to mechanical power output (Po)

154[Eq. 1]; the power input is also called metabolic power and

155represents the rate of energy expenditure ( _E) [24, 27]:
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eg ¼ Po=Pi ¼ Po= _E ð1Þ

157157 Total mechanical power output (Po) may be considered

158 the sum of two components (Eq. 2): (1) internal (Pint), i.e.

159 mechanical power associated with the mechanical energy

160 changes relative to the centre of mass due to limb

161 movements; and (2) external (Pext), i.e. mechanical power

162 associated with the mechanical energy changes of the

163 centre of mass as well as power on the surrounding

164 environment, i.e. power to overcome drag (Pd) and power

165 on propelled masses of water (Pk) [24, 27]:

Po ¼ Pext þ Pint ¼ Pd þ Pk þ Pint ð2Þ

167167 For the sake of simplicity, several researchers have

168 considered internal mechanical power as negligible in

169 swimming. Thus, in order to minimize mechanical power

170 to allow swimmers to enhance their speed and/or swim

171 more efficiently, intra-cyclic speed variations of the centre

172 of mass should be minimized towards a more constant

173 speed. Theoretically, the energy cost of locomotion would

174 be lower when reducing the magnitude of acceleration and

175 deceleration variations within a stroke cycle [28, 29]. Nigg

176 [28] showed mathematically that changes in speed of 10 %,

177 within a stroke cycle, resulted in an additional work

178 demand of about 3 %. This additional work may result

179 when swimmers have to overcome inertia and drag forces.

180 Thus, for a given average speed, intra-cyclic speed

181 variations would lead to higher drag forces that

182 swimmers can notably minimize by increasing continuity

183 between propulsive actions [30]. According to Chollet

184 et al. [2], in front crawl a stroke cycle can be decomposed

185 into the hand entry and catch, pull, push and recovery

186 phases. In backstroke, the push phase finishes with the hand

187 around 30 cm below the water level, so a cleaning phase is

188 dedicated to exit the hand from the water before

189 undergoing the aerial recovery [31]. Thus, pull and push

190 phases are usually considered as propulsive actions in front

191 crawl and backstroke. In breaststroke, the arm and leg

192 stroke has been divided into the glide, outsweep, insweep

193 and recovery phases [31]. Last, in the butterfly stroke, the

194 arm stroke has been divided into the entry and catch, pull,

195 push and recovery phases, while the leg stroke is composed

196 of the downward and upward phases of the kick [31].

197 Chollet and Seifert [31] proposed an index of coordination

198 for front- and backstroke to assess the time gap between the

199 propulsive actions of the arms. They calculated a time gap

200 between the propulsive actions of the arms and legs for

201 breaststroke and butterfly. Depending on whether a lag

202 time, continuity or overlap occurred between propulsive

203 actions, the patterns of coordination were respectively

204 called the ‘catch-up’ or ‘glide’, ‘opposition’, and

205 ‘superposition’ [31]. As explained later in this section,

206 one cannot rule out that the fatigue-induced decrease in

207muscular rate of force development would lead to longer

208propulsive durations without any increase in propulsive

209efficiency [32, 33]. From the perspective of classical

210mechanics, a uniform motion emerges whenever the sum of

211all external forces is null. In swimming, two major external

212forces are at work: drag (D) [opposite to the displacement

213direction] and propulsion (Fp) [in the displacement

214direction]. Assuming that a cycle-averaged balance

215between drag and propulsive forces is needed to swim at

216a cycle-averaged constant speed (Eq. 3) [27], swimmers

217have to organize their inter-limb coordination patterns in

218order to overcome drag (D), which is associated with speed

219(v) squared (Eq. 4):

Fpþ D ¼ mb þ mað Þ ! a ð3Þ

221221where mb is the the swimmer’s body mass, ma is the mass

222of water and a is the body’s acceleration;

D ¼ K ! v2 ð4Þ

224224where K is the drag constant that depends on body size,

225body shape and fluid density.

226Experimental and computational simulations have

227indeed reported a non-linear relationship between active

228drag and speed. Again, assuming that, in the swimming

229speed range of 1.2–1.8 m s-1, active drag relates to speed

230squared [27] on average, as arm coordination does, at least

231in front-crawl sprinters [34], Seifert et al. [35] demon-

232strated that stroke cycle changes in arm coordination are

233linked to variations in aquatic resistance. This observation

234emerged when swimmers were tested in a series of

235swimming bouts in which speed was varied and rest was

236provided between each bout. A positive linear regression

237between the index of arm coordination (measuring the

238degree of continuity between two propulsive actions [2])

239and active drag with 95 % explained variances has been

240observed in 20 front-crawl specialists [35]. These data

241suggest that coaches should seek to promote and train

242‘opposition’ or ‘continuity’ patterns of inter-limb coordi-

243nation in order to help swimmers to overcome high levels

244of active drag and minimize speed variations within a

245stroke cycle [24, 30, 36]. Moreover, using ‘superposition’

246patterns of inter-limb coordination signifies that the overlap

247of two propulsions occurs, during which doubling the

248propulsive surface area would enable athletes to achieve

249higher swimming speed and/or lower intra-cyclic speed

250variations [2, 6, 37], but with a higher metabolic cost and/

251or muscle fatigue. Similar results have been reported in

252studies of other swim strokes (e.g. butterfly [38–40] and

253breaststroke [3, 4, 8, 41]). The key idea that high continuity

254between propulsive actions is correlated with high speed

255and low intra-cyclic speed variations seems to be an

256assumption accepted by scientists and coaches regarding

257front crawl.

Coordination Variability and Constraints
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258 Minimizing intra-cyclic speed variations appears to be a

259 valuable goal in front crawl. However, in breaststroke,

260 intra-cyclic speed variations is a challenge due to under-

261 water arm and leg recoveries that the swimmer must take

262 into account to organize inter-limb coordination in order to

263 minimize active drag and maximize swimming speed.

264 Achieving a high average speed and, more broadly, a high

265 level of effectiveness, cannot be automatically equated

266 with low intra-cyclic speed variations [41]. For instance,

267 through analysis of arm to leg coordination patterns of

268 breaststroke swimmers, in relation to intra-cyclic speed

269 variations of centre of mass and effectiveness (i.e. hori-

270 zontal distance of the centre of mass for each phase of the

271 cycle), Komar et al. [41] revealed that both expert and

272 recreational swimmers decreased intra-cyclic speed varia-

273 tions and their glide time when they were required to swim

274 faster. Unsurprisingly, expert breaststrokers reached higher

275 values of swim speed than recreational swimmers, notably

276 because they coordinated their limbs in a more effective

277 way than recreational swimmers (i.e. higher acceleration

278 peak during propulsion: 2.4 m s-2 for experts and

279 1.6 m s-2 for recreational swimmers, and higher distance

280 covered by the centre of mass during each phase of the

281 cycle). More surprisingly, this performance outcome was

282 achieved without any differences in intra-cyclic speed

283 variations between the two groups [41]. Since the task-goal

284 in sprinting is to swim as fast as possible for a short dis-

285 tance, swim effectiveness appears a more important goal to

286 be achieved by a competitive swimmer than minimizing

287 intra-cyclic speed variations. However, it remains to be

288 determined whether this is also the case for long-distance

289 swimming. Indeed, in long-distance swimming, the goal

290 cannot be simply to swim at maximum speed. There is the

291 need to select a speed that matches metabolic capacity over

292 the duration of the exercise, such that fatigue prohibits

293 further exercise only when the finish line has been reached.

294 These data inform us that the link between propulsion

295 and coordination is clearly related to specific task con-

296 straints and the intentions of performers. In particular,

297 sprint and distance swimming may not result in the same

298 inter-limb coordination patterns, swim effectiveness, intra-

299 cyclic speed variations and energy cost [42]. Although high

300 continuity between propulsive actions seems to overcome

301 high drag force and consequently ensure achievement of

302 high swim speeds with reduced intra-cyclic velocity vari-

303 ation, numerous recent studies have highlighted intra- and

304 inter-individual adaptations for a given task-goal [34, 43,

305 44]. These findings negate the view that ‘opposition’

306 (continuity between propulsive actions) and ‘superposition’

307 (overlap between propulsive actions) patterns of coordi-

308 nation are ‘ideal’ performance behaviours that all swim-

309 mers need to adopt. More precisely, Schnitzler et al. [45]

310 showed that expert swimmers exhibited greater glide times

311between two propulsive actions for higher values of swim

312speed and stroke length than recreational swimmers when

313swimming the 400-m front-crawl event. They suggested

314that a catch-up pattern of coordination could be acceptable

315for performance in mid- and long-distance races (as pre-

316viously observed in distance swimmers [42]).

3173 Functional Variability of Coordination Patterns

318According to Bartlett et al. [46] and Davids and Glazier

319[22], coordination variability in neurobiological systems

320can produce (1) the relative stability of motor functions

321undergoing internal and external disturbances; (2) behav-

322ioural flexibility in response to changes in the environment;

323and (3), the emergence of new behaviours in order to

324enhance task performance. When coordination variability

325leads to a similar or higher performance outcome, Davids

326and Glazier [22] and Seifert et al. [17] have suggested that

327variability could correspond to functional adaptations that

328reveal neurobiological system properties such as degener-

329acy. Edelman and Gally [47] originally defined degeneracy

330as ‘‘the ability of elements that are structurally different to

331perform the same function or yield the same output’’. In

332fact, the property of degeneracy can exhibit several forms

333in neurobiological systems. For instance, degeneracy can

334occur through parcellation, when an initial structure is

335subdivided into smaller units that can still perform the

336initial function and can also be functionally redeployed

337[48]. Another form of degeneracy may emerge through

338organisation of a coordinative structure that realises a

339function in combination [48]. This means that whether a

340structure is able to perform an initial function indepen-

341dently or not, another one is available for modification.

342Last, degeneracy can be observed when two or more

343independent structures converge upon the same function

344[48]. Moreover, the concept of degeneracy captures not

345only the ability of the structurally different components of

346a neurobiological system to perform the same task under

347certain conditions but also the ability of these components

348to assume distinctly different roles in other conditions [47,

34949]. Degeneracy refers to two types of relationship: many

350structures-to-one function and one structure-to-many

351functions [50]. In other words, the same function can be

352performed by two different architectures, each involving

353different joints (i.e. many structures-to-one function), as

354well as by several joints working together (i.e. one struc-

355ture-to-many functions), all the while leaving some joints

356free for future involvement [50]. This last characteristic is

357known as pluri-potentiality [48]. Pluri-potentiality corre-

358sponds to a surplus of structures for future situations, which

359means that during task performance, some limbs may be

360only slightly mobilized, but they may potentially be far
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361 more mobilized in the future [48]. The last form of

362 degeneracy could be exhibited through redundancy. In

363 particular, redundancy can create the opportunity for

364 degeneracy to arise as the function of the original structure

365 is maintained by one copy, while other copies are free to

366 diverge functionally [48, 50]. Indeed, redundancy refers to

367 how something functions, whereas degeneracy is an attri-

368 bute of structural elements in relation to a function. Price

369 and Friston [50] have suggested that degeneracy is neces-

370 sary for redundancy. In other words, for redundancy to

371 occur there must be multiple system structural configura-

372 tions that can support the same function [50]. In summary,

373 degeneracy signifies that an individual can vary motor

374 behaviour (structurally) without compromising function,

375 providing evidence for the adaptive and functional role of

376 coordination pattern variability at different levels of orga-

377 nization (i.e. intra-cycle, inter-cycle and inter-individual),

378 in order to satisfy task, environmental and organism

379 constraints.

380 3.1 Inter-Limb Coordination Variability Within

381 a Cycle

382 Analysis of inter-limb coordination within a cycle provides

383 a useful way to understand degeneracy, for instance by

384 highlighting different limb-coupling patterns or different

385 limbs involved in motor organization in response to a task-

386 goal. For example, swimming breaststroke could be

387 achieved by a circular arm action where the arms are

388 mostly extended at the water surface (which usually

389 reflects novice behaviours) or where the hands move

390 downward by elbow flexion (which reflect a higher skill

391 behaviour). In both cases, the forearms and arms are

392 involved in upper-limb coordination, but with a different

393 coupling. Traditionally, intra-cyclic variation in limb

394 coordination was assessed by analysing continuous relative

395 phase [51]. The calculation of continuous relative phase

396 enables an analysis of the spatial and temporal relation-

397 ships between joints within a cycle for cyclic tasks, as

398 demonstrated in the paradigmatic work of Kelso [51] on

399 finger oscillation coupling. In contrast, pioneer studies

400 analysing inter-limb coordination in swimming have cal-

401 culated time gaps between key points marking the begin-

402 ning and end of propulsive actions (for an overview see

403 Chollet and Seifert [31, 52] and Seifert et al. [31, 52]). As

404 outlined by Glazier et al. [53] and Hamill et al. [54], this

405 discrete method was based on temporal data and could be

406 complemented with analyses of spatial data (such as the

407 angular positions of the limbs) to enable a spatial-temporal

408 perspective. Nikodelis et al. [55] first proposed methods to

409 study the spatial-temporal relations between the upper

410 limbs in front crawl by means of recording the peak

411 amplitude and time lag of the cross-correlation function

412between the right and left arm’s endpoint trajectories. They

413observed a strong anti-phase coupling between the two

414arms without any differences between elite and novice

415swimmers. Nikodelis et al. [55] concluded that in front

416crawl, the intrinsic anti-phase pattern of coordination is

417strongly preserved despite environmental constraints (i.e.

418aquatic resistance), as this pattern is not affected by skill

419level. Thus, a more accurate method was needed to

420examine intra-cyclic variations of coordination that could

421occur, especially when limb actions alternate between air

422and water; in particular, continuous relative phase provides

423information on inter-limb coordination from angle and

424angular velocity data to facilitate examination of coordi-

425nation dynamics through a complete cycle [51, 54].

426Moreover, using continuous relative phase, inter-limb

427coordination could be captured with only one macroscopic

428order parameter, while in breaststroke for instance, arm to

429leg coordination has been traditionally analysed by

430recording four time gaps at four key points of the cycle [3,

4314, 8]. Recently, continuous relative phase was used to

432assess skill level effects and the individual profile of arm to

433leg coordination variability in breaststroke. Data revealed

434that the topography of the curve of novices resembled a

435‘W-shape’, whereas an ‘inverse U-shape’ was noted for

436competitive swimmers [44, 56]. These curve shapes, and

437the degree of variability of these curves, provided fruitful

438information on homogeneous or heterogeneous muscular

439actions of legs and arms; for instance, in-phase coordina-

440tion patterns correspond to simultaneous flexion of the

441knee and elbow or simultaneous extension of these two

442joints (resembling an ‘accordion’ movement), while anti-

443phase coordination patterns correspond to simultaneous

444flexion of a joint and extension of the other joint (resem-

445bling a ‘windscreen wiper’ movement) [56]. Interestingly,

446Komar et al. [41] reported that recreational and expert

447swimmers exhibited the same glide relative duration,

448whereas the latter swam faster and covered a greater dis-

449tance during the glide period. Continuous relative phase

450has also been used in front crawl to assess the degree of

451coupling between the right and left arm, providing insights

452on coordination asymmetry [57]. It appears helpful to

453detect coordination asymmetry because it often relates to

454handedness, breathing pattern (bilateral breathing vs.

455breathing preferential side) or force dominance.

4563.2 Inter-Cycle Variability of Coordination Patterns

457Neurobiological degeneracy effects could be observed

458when inter-cycle variability of coordination patterns was

459studied. Rein [58] overviewed several methods to study

460inter-cycle variability, such as the computation of root-

461mean-squared-error and the Cauchy criterion. Root-mean-

462squared-error assesses the deviations between the pattern of
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463 one cycle and the mean pattern, while the Cauchy criterion

464 measures the differences between two successive coordi-

465 nation patterns. Traditionally, variance between cycles

466 could be assessed by calculating standard deviation values

467 that Kelso [51] measured by a moving window over the

468 data to highlight critical fluctuations around transition

469 between two coordination patterns. In swimming, our

470 research assessed stroking kinematics (e.g. swim speed,

471 stroke rate and stroke length) and coordination pattern

472 variability within and between 25-m laps composing a

473 100-m swim course to explore how swimmers coped with

474 fatigue [14, 15]. Variability within a lap was assessed by

475 decomposing the 25-m lap into five 5-m zones (on average

476 each composing two or three cycles) [14, 15]. Seifert et al.

477 [15] showed that to maintain swimming speed as stable as

478 possible through a 100-m front-crawl race, swimmers used

479 different strategies of arm coordination adaptation

480 according to their skill level, perhaps revealing neurobio-

481 logical degeneracy when it led to performance mainte-

482 nance. In particular, experts display a superposition pattern

483 of arm coordination, which is stable between laps but

484 increasing in propulsive continuity within laps due to the

485 turn out. Non-expert swimmers also increased propulsive

486 continuity within laps; however, they switched from an

487 opposition to superposition pattern of arm coordination

488 (due to longer relative durations of propulsive actions) in

489 the second part of the 100-m race [15]. This motor adap-

490 tation to fatigue appeared less effective because, unlike in

491 the expert swimmers, stroke length continued to decrease

492 both between and within 25-m laps [15]. According to

493 Toussaint et al. [59], the longer relative duration of the

494 propulsion actions found by Seifert et al. [15] for non-

495 expert swimmers could relate to their lower hand speed and

496 a decrease of 20 % of the power output generation between

497 the first and the fourth 25-m lap [59]. Similarly, during

498 time to exhaustion tests, Alberty et al. [33] showed that

499 fatigue could lead the swimmer to slow the movement of

500 the hand during the propulsive action and to exhibit a

501 higher continuity between propulsive actions without

502 equivalent efficiency because he/she is not able to generate

503 a high mechanical impulse [33]. However, a high hand

504 speed did not guarantee effective propulsion and arm

505 coordination. For example, fatigue could result in the hand

506 slipping through the water (i.e. increase transfer of the

507 kinetic energy to water mass and thus decrease propelling

508 efficiency [59]), meaning that although hand speed

509 remained high, force generation was low or not well ori-

510 entated to overcome drag. Thus, muscular fatigue does not

511 induce similar adaptations toward a specific kinematical

512 coordination pattern, muscular recruitment pattern and

513 force production pattern, suggesting how neurobiological

514 degeneracy can be harnessed to maintain a high level of

515 performance [59–62]. In other words, varied motor

516organizations can emerge with fatigue that might suggest

517that coaches and teachers need to focus on how learners

518achieve a task-goal rather than on the reproduction of an

519‘ideal’ coordination pattern. Last, recent studies using

520inertial measurement units (IMU) associated with data

521mining for front crawl and breaststroke coordination pat-

522tern recognition have revealed a promising way to explore

523inter-cycle coordination variability [63, 64]. IMUs can

524combine tri-dimensional accelerometers, tri-dimensional

525gyroscopes and tri-dimensional magnetometers from which

526raw data is processed for change point detection [63, 64] or

527for rotation matrix, and for computations of the Euler angle

528(i.e. yaw, pitch and roll) and quaternion [65, 66]. For

529instance, Dadashi et al. [64] automatically detected the start

530and the end of the arm pull and push phases in front crawl

531from accelerometer and gyroscope signals, in order to

532assess the index of arm coordination without using an optic

533system. It is an affordable, less time-consuming (collecting

534and handling the data) technique that in addition provides

535almost immediate ‘on the spot’ feedback to coaches and

536swimmers, being used as an interactive tool. Specifically as

537a new window of investigating inter-cycle variability, the

538use of IMUs allowed the assessment of arm-leg coordina-

539tion in breaststroke during the entire learning process [67].

540In this experiment, a cluster analysis was applied to the

541coordination patterns assessed during every cycle per-

542formed throughout 2.5 months of practice. Each cycle of

543each trial was recorded (Fig. 1) and each individual,

544therefore, presented a series of approximately 2,000 cycles

545representing 16 learning sessions that, taken together,

546allowed the investigation of exploratory learning strategies

547(Fig. 2). In particular, the Fisher-EM cluster analysis

548showed that the learner visited 11 coordination patterns

549throughout the learning protocol, each of them showing

550more or less stability within and between sessions [67, 68].

5513.3 Inter-Individual Variability of Coordination

552Patterns

553Characteristics of neurobiological system degeneracy could

554be understood by studying inter-individual variability of

555coordination patterns. In water, the human body is sub-

556jected to an upward buoyant force or ‘Archimedes lift’

557(equal to the weight of the water volume displaced by the

558body) and gravity. Coping with these interacting forces in

559an aquatic environment means that the swimmer’s focus is

560not just limited to assembling coordination patterns for

561propulsion (e.g. moving forward to overcome drag as

562explained previously). The swimmer must also ensure an

563appropriate balance of forces in the vertical direction that is

564influenced, for example, by breathing, by how much of the

565body is immersed or the partial location of the limbs (i.e.

566position of the segments). Differences in, for example, lung
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567 volume, tissue density and stroking style will induce dif-

568 ferent levels of flotation, creating variability in the move-

569 ment problem to be solved by the swimmer, especially in

570 beginners who are not familiar with this environment.

571 Inter-individual variability has been identified in several

572 physical activities and its analysis is important to determine

573 coordination profiles.

574 A paramount issue in the study of inter-individual var-

575 iability is the absence of a priori knowledge about the

576 nature and structure of variability in a sample of individ-

577 uals under study. In this task, the use of statistical tools and

578 procedures derived from data mining and knowledge dis-

579 covery principles offers interesting alternatives to more

580 common analysis of variance measures. Tools such as

581 cluster analysis [69, 70], neural networks [71, 72] or

582 principal component analysis [73, 74] have been used in

583 order to investigate inter-limb coordination. They can be

584used to explore the potential existence of similar patterns

585between individuals (i.e. low inter-individual variability),

586as well as potential differences between these groups of

587similar patterns (i.e. high inter-group variability), without

588any a priori knowledge about the structure of the initial

589dataset (e.g. sex, level of expertise, swim specialty). For

590example, Chow et al. [75, 76] employed cluster analysis to

591detect inter-individual variability of coordination patterns

592to perform a chip in soccer. Rein et al. [77] also used

593cluster analysis to explore inter-individual variability of

594coordination patterns for basketball shooting. In swim-

595ming, cluster analysis has already been used to classify the

596backstroke start as regarding the body segment vector of

597the swimmers [78]. Other recent swimming studies have

598used cluster analysis to identify coordination patterns in

599different starting phases [79, 80]. For instance, based on

600take-off and entry angles, arms-trunk and trunk-legs angles,
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180" (i.e. anti-phase relationship) indicates that the elbows are at their
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601 Seifert et al. [79] distinguished four start profiles (flat, pike,

602 flight and Volkov) in expert front-crawl swimmers, which

603 led to similar 15 m start times, suggesting the need to

604 consider the inter-individual variability during training in

605 relation to start time before favouring a unique strategy.

606 Cluster analysis was also used to classify speed range in

607 relation to coordination range for 63 front-crawl swimmers

608 with different characteristics (e.g. sex, performance level,

609 specialty) [34]. Interestingly, the cluster analysis exhibited

610 four profiles of swimmers: (1) national distance male

611 swimmers with a high maximal speed but a low continuity

612 between propulsive actions; (2) international male sprinters

613 with the highest maximal speed and maximal continuity

614 between propulsive actions and the widest range of speeds

615 and coordination patterns; (3) the third profile was marked

616 by sex differences; in particular, males exhibited a super-

617 position pattern of coordination while females only reached

618 an opposition pattern of coordination; and (4) lowest level

619 of performers, who exhibited low maximal speed and

620 continuity between propulsive actions. However, in-depth

621 analysis of beginners also reveals the functional role of

622 variability at this skill level. Notably, some swimmers used

623 an in-phase pattern of arms-legs coordination to keep their

624 body close to the water surface, while others used an out-

625 of-phase pattern to overcome aquatic resistance [44].

626 Coordination variability is viewed as ‘functional’ and

627 ‘adaptive’ in helping swimmers to organize the distribution

628 of movement in water and air over time, forwards and

629 backwards (e.g. the underwater recovery actions of the legs

630 and arms as well as the propulsion of arms and legs in

631 breaststroke). Thus, Seifert et al. [44] showed that cluster

632 analysis supported the distinction between some beginners

633 in breaststroke who were just beginning to apply Newton’s

634 third law (i.e. learning about action-reaction force pro-

635 cesses), while others had already begun to exploit aquatic

636 resistances, distinguishing propulsion and recovery, creat-

637 ing acceleration and glide. The study of inter-individual

638 variability with a limited cluster analysis [44] also high-

639 lighted which sections of a swimming cycle were the most

640 discriminating in the clustering process. For instance, in

641 breaststroke swimming, Komar [67] highlighted key points

642 of the breaststroke cycle that were highly discriminative

643 between individuals, therefore representing key features of

644 inter-limb coordination in breaststroke.

645 4 Individual Adaptation to Interacting Constraints

646 To correctly and efficiently respond to a performance goal,

647 the motor system must be coordinated under the influence

648 of internal neuroanatomical forces and external environ-

649 mental forces that act on each individual [52] (e.g. in the

650 aquatic environment: gravity and buoyant forces, the latter

651dependent on the percentage of body volume immersed,

652water density and temperature). The motor system also

653produces forces in response to body parts that move rela-

654tive to water creating propulsion and drag. According to

655the constraints-led approach [18], instead of prescribing a

656specific coordination pattern to adopt, constraints channel

657emergent behaviours of each individual performer. Newell

658[22] defined three categories of constraints that act on and

659channel behaviour—related to the environment, organism

660and task.

661In swimming, environmental constraints refer to water

662properties such as the temperature and density and vis-

663cosity of the fluid, the direction and type of water flow

664(laminar vs. turbulent, quantified with Reynolds number),

665underwater visibility, and waves on the surface of the water

666(e.g. assessed with Froude number). As mentioned previ-

667ously, body parts that move relative to water will induce

668drag, so that a certain amount of propulsion is needed to

669balance or overcome drag [27]. Environmental and

670organism constraints are in interaction and cannot be

671considered separately. A good example is breaststroke, for

672which arm and leg recoveries must be realised underwater,

673explaining why breaststroke exhibits the highest level of

674active drag among the four stroke techniques [81, 82]. For

675instance, at a velocity of 1.25 m s-1, active drag was close

676to 20 N in front crawl and 40 N in breaststroke, and at

6771.45 m s-1, active drag was close to 25 N in front crawl

678and 95 N in breaststroke [81]. Previously, Kent and Atha

679[83] studied passive drag of the body position at five key

680points of the breaststroke cycle. They showed that, for a

681velocity of 1.5 m s-1, passive drag equalled 92 N in the

682glide position, 165 N in the breathing position, 222 N

683during the arm and leg recoveries position, 214 N when the

684legs begin their propulsion and 205 N when the legs fin-

685ished their propulsion in the extended position. These

686variations in resistance indicated the importance of orga-

687nizing the arm-leg coordination effectively in order to

688minimize the influence of these environmental constraints

689on performance. To investigate the dynamical nature of

690coordination, and its adaptation to environmental con-

691straints, it seems useful to artificially increase aquatic

692resistance by using, for example, a parachute, and inves-

693tigate the influence on inter-limb coordination patterns

694[84]. In particular, Schnitzler et al. [84] identified a higher

695continuity between propulsive actions, a higher propulsive

696phase duration and mechanical impulse, and a lower stroke

697rate when athletes swam with added resistance (i.e. towing

698a parachute), in comparison to free swimming.

699Organism constraints refer to the personal characteris-

700tics of each individual. They may include passive drag and

701flotation parameters (hydrostatic lift, sinking force acting at

702the ankle) [85] that could be artificially modified by

703wearing a wetsuit and influence arm coordination in front
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704 crawl [86]. Other body characteristics such as strength,

705 endurance and laterality (handedness and the preferred

706 breathing side) [87–89] can also influence inter-limb

707 coordination. All organism constraints can be included in

708 larger categories related to age and sex and showed indi-

709 vidual adaptation of inter-limb coordination [90]. Regard-

710 ing sex differences on inter-limb coordination, the greater

711 fat mass, a different distribution of this mass, lower arm

712 strength and greater difficulty in overcoming forward

713 resistance in females (than in males) may explain their

714 lower propulsive continuity between the propulsion of the

715 two arms in front crawl [7, 90] and their longer glide

716 between legs and arm propulsion in breaststroke [8].

717 Organism constraints could also be functional (e.g. fati-

718 gue), for example related to a swimmer’s speciality event

719 (e.g. sprint vs. mid-distance [42, 91–93]; swimmer vs. tri-

720 athlete [94]). When disabilities and/or impairment such as

721 Down syndrome were explored, swimmers exhibited lower

722 propulsion generation and lower continuity between the

723 propulsive actions of the arms in front crawl [95–98],

724 which reflects a combination of physical and cognitive

725 limitations due to differences in the cerebellum [99].

726 Marques-Aleixo et al. [95] noted that the breathing action

727 amplifies the catch-up pattern of arm coordination. Addi-

728 tionally, Osborough et al. [97] showed that unilateral arm-

729 amputee swimmers used a catch-up coordination pattern

730 with higher discontinuity between propulsive actions to

731 their affected-arm side compared with their unaffected-

732 arm, suggesting that this organism constraint led them to

733 use an asymmetrical strategy for coordinating their arms in

734 front crawl. Interestingly, asymmetric coordination

735 between arms was marked in swimmers with unilateral

736 breathing patterns and/or arm strength dominance [87, 89].

737 Indeed, swimmers performing unilateral breathing patterns

738 (every two, four, or six arm strokes) showed a style known

739 as ‘rickety swimming’. This is characterized in non-expert

740 swimmers by a prolonged catch with the arms extended

741 forward to assist the head’s rotation during breathing,

742 leading to the emergence of catch-up coordination pattern

743 on the breathing side [87, 100]. Conversely, swimmers

744 with bilateral breathing patterns (breath every three or five

745 arm strokes) tended to balance the arm coordination [87,

746 88]. Moreover, when breathing patterns (unilateral vs.

747 bilateral) were manipulated in front crawl, breathing to the

748 preferential side led to an asymmetry of arm coordination,

749 in contrast to the other breathing patterns. The asymmetry

750 was even greater when the swimmer breathed on the non-

751 preferential side [88]. Conversely, arm coordination was

752 symmetric in patterns with breathing that was bilateral, in

753 the longitudinal axis (as in breathing with a frontal snor-

754 kel), or removed (as in apnoea) [88]. Finally, as arm

755 coordination asymmetry was observed both in swimmers

756 with disabilities and in able-body swimmers with unilateral

757breathing pattern preference, it suggests that similar coor-

758dination adaptations (i.e. asymmetry between left and right

759arm) could reflect different organism constraints. Thus, it is

760reasonable to say that similar organism constraints could

761lead to the adoption of different coordination solutions, and

762different organism constraints could shape similar emer-

763gent patterns of inter-limb coordination in different indi-

764viduals, exemplifying the degeneracy of human movement

765systems.

766Task constraints are generally more specific to a par-

767ticular context of performance than environmental con-

768straints. To test how variable a swimmer’s coordination

769patterns are, a ‘scanning task’ can be used where swim

770speed, stroke rate and stroke length (i.e. number of cycles

771per lap) are progressively increased from a minimal to a

772maximal value that can be sustained by a swimmer. This

773type of task goal explores the range of a swimmer’s

774functional capabilities. For example, when stroke rate

775increases above a critical value (i.e. 50 cycles per minute),

776only the superposition pattern emerges [43]. For instance, a

777possible instruction could be to ‘use different coordination

778patterns for a given swim speed’ in order to determine the

779effective bandwidth of coordination variability. For this

780purpose, Seifert et al. [101] asked breaststroke and front-

781crawl swimmers to swim with ‘maximal’ or ‘minimal’

782glide after a trial with self-selected glide duration, while

783maintaining the same controlled speed during each of these

784three coordination conditions. In this experiment, the

785flexibility of swimmers’ coordination patterns appeared

786highly dependent on individuals and their swimming style.

787Less flexible swimmers exhibited a range of flexibility in

788freestyle close to 5.6 % of a freely chosen pattern, and the

789most flexible swimmers in breaststroke showed a range of

790flexibility close to 94.3 % of the freely chosen pattern

791[101]. Interestingly, the adoption of unusual patterns of

792coordination was sometimes ‘counter-balanced’ (e.g. by an

793uncommon eight leg-beat-kick when swimmers were

794instructed to glide for maximal duration in front crawl). In

795addition, the freely chosen pattern of coordination was

796more economic than the two imposed patterns, which was

797associated with a metabolic energy-saving mechanism,

798since the freely chosen pattern was the most trained.

799Although an increase in glide duration led to an increase in

800the energy cost of locomotion, swimmers did not sponta-

801neously adopt an ‘opposition’ or ‘continuity’ pattern of

802coordination in the freely chosen condition but a catch-up

803or glide pattern of coordination. These results highlighted

804the idea that actual adopted patterns did not really fit an

805‘ideal’ theoretical model promoting a ‘continuity’ pattern

806of coordination in order to minimize intra-cyclic speed

807variations, but rather emerged in order to satisfy interacting

808constraints (e.g. gliding capabilities have been shown to

809relate to body characteristics [85]). However, the effect of
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810 the metabolic constraint on inter-limb coordination seemed

811 real, specifically as the onset of blood lactate concentration

812 (i.e. the transition from a dominant aerobic pathway to a

813 dominant anaerobic pathway) showed a strong correspon-

814 dence with the inflection point in the index of coordination

815 curve during incremental speed protocol [102]. As high-

816 lighted previously, metabolic constraints were often used to

817 test coordination pattern variability in relation to the

818 development of fatigue, by using time to exhaustion tests

819 [33, 103], assessing race pacing [15] or analysing repeti-

820 tions of intensive efforts [32].

821 Finally, it must be emphasized that coordination emerges

822 not from a selection or addition of constraints, but rather

823 from the continuous interaction of the many constraints

824 acting on the individual [17, 18, 104]. It sometimes may be

825 difficult to distinguish between varied influences of the

826 different types of constraints. For example, changes in

827 swimming speed (swimming at 1.5 m s-1 then 2 m s-1) are

828 variations in an environmental constraint in that increasing

829 the speed causes an exponential increase in active drag

830 force. In contrast, changes in the pace [swimming at 75 %

831 of maximum speed (1.5 m s-1) and then at 100 %

832 (2 m s-1)] is a variation in a task constraint because, in this

833 case, the amount of drag force is not defined, but rather

834 there is clarity on the task that the swimmer must perform.

835 In addition, constraints acting on performance and training

836 behaviours are more often temporary than permanent, and

837 their influence can be strengthened or reduced according to

838 different time scales [105]. In summary, constraints on an

839 individual are dynamic, interacting and fluctuating over

840 time (e.g. with learning, age or development); therefore, as

841 advocated by Reed and Bril [106], performance dexterity is

842 not a function of the movements themselves, but rather

843 emerges from the ability to adapt to dynamic, emerging

844 external constraints.

845 5 Conclusion

846 This overview of inter-limb coordination in swimming

847 attempted to show how inter-limb coordination is an

848 emergent behaviour under varied interacting constraints. It

849 sought to highlight that, even if the continuity between

850 propulsive actions usually increases with increments in

851 swimming speed and/or active drag, the ‘opposition’ or

852 ‘continuous’ patterns of coordination are not putative

853 ‘ideal’ patterns of coordination toward which all swimmers

854 must converge or seek to imitate. Instead, coaches and

855 teachers may consider that the inter-limb coordination

856 pattern exhibited by a swimmer is an emergent behavioural

857 response to a set of interacting constraints, which the

858 swimmer has to satisfy in order to achieve specific task

859 performance goals and produce particular task outcomes.

860Our overview suggests that coaches, teachers and instruc-

861tors need to focus on the careful implementation of task

862goals with specific individuals instead of favouring an

863‘ideal’ coordination pattern based on a putative expert

864model that all learners should imitate. A favoured strategy

865might be to implement a varied range of interacting con-

866straints, which each individual needs to satisfy during

867training in order to achieve the task goal of swimming

868faster for longer durations in competition. A good impli-

869cation for coaches could be to manipulate environmental

870constraints such as drag by artificially applying added

871resistance using a small parachute in order to invite

872swimmers to explore a new coordination pattern or to

873maintain the current coordination pattern as long as pos-

874sible. Coaches can also manipulate task constraints such as

875stroke rate management by giving verbal instructions or

876using an auditory pacer (i.e. a metronome) that may induce

877the emergence of various coordination patterns. Another

878last example could be to manipulate task constraints by

879using towing equipment that increases the swim pace

880artificially, or using different combinations of paddles and/

881or fins.
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